Starlight Simplicity

Organic, hypoallergenic mattress eliminates chemicals in your crib

Be the first to review this product

For eco-conscious parents that refuse to compromise their infant's sleep environment, the Starlight Simplicity is an all-natural 4.5" deep mattress with no chemical additives, no chemical fire retardants, no foam, no plastics, no polyesters, and no harsh chemicals.

ALL NATURAL
From our pure, fabric cover made with organic cotton, to our all-natural latex dual sided core, even our natural fabric fire barrier, the only thing we add to this mattress is our lovely organic ribbon. Superior comfort, optimum air flow, two stage sleep surfaces (one side for infants, one side for toddlers), the Starlight Simplicity is everything you expect in a Moonlight Slumber mattress. Simply pure. Simply perfect. Simply natural.

SIZES
- Crib: 27.5" x 52" x 4.5"
Exhibit 2
Little Star

Dual Firmness Organic Cotton Crib Mattress

Looking for a safe, organic alternative to traditional crib mattresses? Look no further than the Little Star from Moonlight Slumber. This waterproof, hypoallergenic crib mattress is covered in an easy to clean, fabric cover made with organic cotton—no polyethylene or vinyls. The soft, supple organic cotton cover unzips quickly and easily for machine washing. The Little Star offers dust mite and bed bug resistant SafeSewn seams that are dropped to the sides and sewn flat to make sheet changes and clean up a breeze; all in a lightweight 8 pound package.

ECO-FRIENDLY AND VERSATILE
The Little Star is a 5" deep, two stage sleep system. One side is an extra firm layer of eco-friendly, plant based foam ideal for infants. The reverse toddler side is a comfortable pressure reducing, synthetic latex: hypoallergenic, antibacterial, temperature regulating and oxygen rich.

SIZES
- Crib: 27.5" x 52" x 5"

Reviews

Be the first to review this product

Write a review Ask a question

Reviews Questions

BabySafe Natural Materials
Bed Bug/Dust Mite Resistant
Dual Firmness
Easy To Clean
Eco-Friendly Materials
Extra Firm Infant Side
Green Guard Gold Certified
Hand made in the USA
Hypoallergenic
Lightweight
Natural Latex Core
Naturally Fire Resistant
No Harsh Chemicals
Organic Cotton Cover
Performance Fabric Cover
Removable Cover
SafeSewn Seams
Squared Corners & Edges
Supple Latex Toddler Side
Waterproof

Moonlight Slumber* and or Little Dreamer* are registered trademarks of Moonlight Slumber 300 Brook Street Elgin, IL 60120

PRIVACY POLICY: Moonlight Slumber will not share your identifying information with any outside or third party group or representative

© Copyright 2016 - Moonlight Slumber
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Looking for a safe, organic alternative to traditional crib mattresses? Look no further than the Little Star from Moonlight Slumber. This waterproof, hypoallergenic crib mattress is covered in an easy to clean organic cotton fabric cover—no polyethelenes or vinyls. The soft, supple organic cotton cover unzips quickly and easily for machine washing. The Little Star offers dust mite and bed bug resistant SafeSewn seams that are dropped to the sides and sewn flat to make sheet changes and clean up a breeze; all in a lightweight 8 pound package. The Little Star is a 5” deep two stage sleep system. One side is an extra firm layer of eco-friendly, plant based foam ideal for infants. The reverse toddler side is a comfortable pressure reducing, synthetic latex: hypoallergenic, antibacterial, temperature regulating, and oxygen rich.

Moonlight Slumber
Premium Sleep Products for Baby & Child

Lifetime Warranty
www.moonlightslumber.com
little star™
organic crib mattress

Crib 5 inch

Removable Organic Cotton Cover
Dual Firmness
Eco-Friendly, Extra Firm Infant Side
Supple Latex Toddler Side
SafeSewn Seams
Squared Corners & Edges
Bed bug/Dust mite Resistant
BabySafe Materials
Waterproof
No Harsh Chemicals
Hypoallergenic
Naturally Fire Resistant
Eco-Friendly Materials
Lightweight
Easy to Clean

Moonlight Slumber
Premium Sleep Products for Baby & Child

www.moonlightslumber.com
Exhibit 4
Our most luxurious Starlight model, the Starlight Supreme rivals any mattress on the market. This 6" deep mattress comes with an eco-friendly plant-based, extra firm foam on the infant side and BabyCool visco foam, OxyFlo designed, second stage toddler side. PROTECTING BABY A STEP FURTHER This dual-firmness mattress also features welded BabySealed seams, premium medical quality, water- stain- and odor-resistant deluxe knit fabric, and a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays). Every Starlight Supreme mattress takes protecting baby one step further with an engineered BreatheWell Core specially designed to circulate air throughout the mattress. Finally, the Supreme is finished with our hallmark woven ribbon denoting its quality and origin as a Moonlight Slumber Specialty Crib Mattress.

SIZES
- Crib: 27.5" x 52" x 6"
- Twin: 38" x 75" x 6.5"
- Full: 54" x 75" x 6.5"

Reviews

Be the first to review this product

Questions

Write a review Ask a question

*****

Be the first to review this product

Chill

Oury most luxurious Starlight model, the Starlight Supreme rivals any mattress on the market. This 6" deep mattress comes with an eco-friendly plant-based, extra firm foam on the infant side and BabyCool visco foam, OxyFlo designed, second stage toddler side. PROTECTING BABY A STEP FURTHER This dual-firmness mattress also features welded BabySealed seams, premium medical quality, water- stain- and odor-resistant deluxe knit fabric, and a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays). Every Starlight Supreme mattress takes protecting baby one step further with an engineered BreatheWell Core specially designed to circulate air throughout the mattress. Finally, the Supreme is finished with our hallmark woven ribbon denoting its quality and origin as a Moonlight Slumber Specialty Crib Mattress.

SIZES
- Crib: 27.5" x 52" x 6"
- Twin: 38" x 75" x 6.5"
- Full: 54" x 75" x 6.5"

Reviews

Be the first to review this product
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*****

Be the first to review this product

Chill

Oury most luxurious Starlight model, the Starlight Supreme rivals any mattress on the market. This 6" deep mattress comes with an eco-friendly plant-based, extra firm foam on the infant side and BabyCool visco foam, OxyFlo designed, second stage toddler side. PROTECTING BABY A STEP FURTHER This dual-firmness mattress also features welded BabySealed seams, premium medical quality, water- stain- and odor-resistant deluxe knit fabric, and a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays). Every Starlight Supreme mattress takes protecting baby one step further with an engineered BreatheWell Core specially designed to circulate air throughout the mattress. Finally, the Supreme is finished with our hallmark woven ribbon denoting its quality and origin as a Moonlight Slumber Specialty Crib Mattress.

SIZES
- Crib: 27.5" x 52" x 6"
- Twin: 38" x 75" x 6.5"
- Full: 54" x 75" x 6.5"
Exhibit 5
Designed with advanced health, safety, and comfort standards, every Starlight Sleepwell™ is made with SafeSealed(TM) welded seams, premium medical quality, water-stain- and odor-resistant deluxe knit fabric, and a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays). The Sleepwell™ is a 6" deep, two stage sleep system offering an extra firm layer of eco-friendly, plant based foam on the infant side and a temperature regulating BabyCool foam on the toddler side.

PROTECTING BABY
The Sleepwell™ takes protecting baby one step further with an engineered BreatheWell™ Core specially designed to circulate air throughout the mattress. Finally, the Sleepwell™ is finished with our hallmark woven waterproof ribbon which allows the mattress to breathe denoting its quality and origin as a Moonlight Slumber Specialty Crib Mattress.

SIZES
- Crib: 27.5" x 52" x 6"
Exhibit 6
Our Best Selling Model Improved

Be the first to review this product

2 questions and 0 answers for this product

Write a review  Ask a question

The smart solution for parents who want the easy-to-live-with, easy-to-love features of a premium crib mattress at an affordable price—the Starlight Dream offers a hypoallergenic, safe, and healthy option for little dreamers everywhere.

WHY BUY A STARLIGHT DREAM?
The Starlight Dream is a two-stage sleep system offering an extra firm layer of eco-friendly, plant based foam on the infant side and a softer, plush side for toddlers. The entire 5” deep mattress is wrapped in a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays) and enclosed in a medical quality, water-stain- and odor-resistant fabric. The finishing touch is a delightful branded, air flow, water-resistant ribbon denoting its quality and origin as a Moonlight Slumber Specialty Crib Mattress.

SIZES

- Crib: 27.5” x 52” x 5”

Reviews

Questions

Reviews

Be the first to review this product

BabySafe Natural Materials
Bed Bug/Dust Mite Resistant
Comfort Foam
Dual Firmness
Easy To Clean
Eco-Friendly Materials
Extra Firm Infant Side
Green Guard Gold Certified
Hand made in the USA
Hypoallergenic
Lightweight
Naturally Fire Resistant
No Harsh Chemicals
Performance Fabric Cover
SafeSewn Seams
Squared Corners & Edges
Waterproof

Moonlight Slumber® and or Little Dreamer® are registered trademarks of Moonlight Slumber 300 Brook Street Elgin, IL 60120

PRIVACY POLICY: Moonlight Slumber will not share your identifying information with any outside or third party group or representative
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One of our most popular models, Little Dreamer mattresses are affordable, hypoallergenic, safe, and healthy for little dreamers and their parents. The Little Dreamer is a two-stage sleep system offering an extra firm layer of eco-friendly, plant-based foam on the infant side and a softer, plush side for toddlers. The entire 5” deep mattress is wrapped in a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays) and enclosed in a medical quality, water stain and odor resistant deluxe fabric. The finishing touch is a delightful celery woven ribbon denoting its quality and origin as a Moonlight Slumber Specialty Crib Mattress.

**SIZES**
- Crib: 27.5” x 52” x 5”
- Twin: 38” x 75” x 6.5”
- Full: 54” x 75” x 6.5”

**Reviews**

Be the first to review this product
Exhibit 8
Designed with advanced health, safety, and comfort standards, every Little Dreamer Deluxe twin or full mattress is manufactured with sewn seams, premium medical quality, water-stain- and odor-resistant sumptuous knit fabric, and a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays). The Little Dreamer Deluxe is a two-stage sleep system offering a firm layer of eco-friendly, plant-based foam on one side and a plush visco (memory) foam on the second. To top it all off is a custom-fitted, washable mattress cover made with organic cotton. Easy to live with. Easy to clean. Easy to love. Handmade in the USA.

SIZES
- Twin: 38” x 75” x 6.5”
- Full: 54” x 75” x 6.5”
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Eco-Friendly Premium Crib Mattress

The Little Angel gives parents the peace of mind that comes from having a hypoallergenic, safe, and healthy crib mattress for your little dreamer at an affordable price. The Little Angel is a single firmness mattress made of eco-friendlier, extra firm, plant based foam. The entire 5” deep mattress is wrapped in a mineral derived woven fire barrier (no harsh chemical sprays) and enclosed in a medical quality, water stain and odor resistant deluxe fabric. Easy to clean. Lightweight. Green Guard Gold Certified. Handmade in the USA.

Sizes

• Crib: 27.5” x 52” x 5”

Little Angel

BabySafe Natural Materials
BabySmart Nylon
Bed Bug/Dust Mite Resistant
Easy To Clean
Eco-Friendly Materials
Green Guard Gold Certified
Handmade in the USA
Hypoallergenic
Infant Firm Throughout
Lightweight
Naturally Fire Resistant
No Harsh Chemicals
Performance Fabric Cover
SafeSewn Seams
Squared Corners & Edges
Waterproof

Reviews Question
Exhibit 10
Are the glues used in Moonlight Slumber products green compliant?
Yes. Simalfa is the only adhesive company committed to offering only environmentally friendly products and services. They have received the coveted GREENGUARD Sustainability Award and is Green Safety Shield" approved.

Are Moonlight Slumber products tested for safety?
Yes. We surpass the requirements issued by the U.S. Government and only work with certified testing facilities including Berkley Analytical, Element Testing and Green Bear.

Are all Moonlight Slumber mattresses PVC free?
Yes. All Moonlight Slumber mattresses are free of Halogens, Tris, Monomers, PVC, PIB, PBB, Phthalates, Phosphonous, Ammonia, Acetone, and many other harsh and dangerous chemicals that are commonly used in crib mattresses. We offer the best blend of safe, natural products using advanced manufacturing technology.

Do Moonlight Slumber mattresses off-gas?
No. Testing by Berkley Analytical L&I prove that there are no VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds, commonly known as "Off Gassing") from Moonlight Slumber products. They are Green Safety Shield certified to assure no off-gassing and also certified through the CertiPUR-US certification program.

What is the Green Safety Shield certification program?
Green Safety Shield certification is based on the standardized chemical analyses that test low emissions for indoor air quality, environmental guidelines, physical performance, content testing, and random compliance verifications. This certification is given to approved products made without Tri Toluene, Nanoparticles, PIBs, PIBs Phthalates, Ozone Depleters, Mercury, Lead, Heavy Metals, Formaldehyde and Methylene Chloride and that are Halogen Free.

What is the difference between the Starlight Support and the Starlight Support Supreme mattress?
Both mattresses are constructed exactly the same (dual firmness, internal fire barrier, stretch knit fabric, etc.) with one exception; the Supreme has Gel/Visco elastic memory foam on the toddler side. So when you flip the Starlight Support, you flip from extra firm to firm. When you flip the Supreme, you flip from extra firm to a layer of visco elastic memory foam.

What are the differences between the all-foam and innerspring mattresses?
The all foam models have a core made entirely of foam, top and bottom layers of foam are added to create dual firmness comfort. The innerspring models have an innerspring coil core, which is encapsulated on all sides, top, and bottom with foam, creating a sandwich-like construction.

Do you need to use a mattress pad or waterproof mattress cover with Moonlight Slumber mattresses?
It is up to personal preference as to whether you use a mattress pad or waterproof mattress cover. All Moonlight Slumber mattresses, even the Nature’s Star, are manufactured with a premium, waterproof fabric. This fabric is smooth to the touch, waterproof under your baby, will not crackle and crinkle, and can be cleaned with a damp sponge. Because there may be some stains that can never be removed you may want to use a mattress protector.

Do regular size crib sheets fit Moonlight Slumber mattresses?
Yes.

What is the difference between the contour changing table pads and flat changing table pads?
The contour changing table pad has either two or four raised sides and a security strap to attach to your dresser. The Little Dreamer contour pad has two raised sides while the Starlight Supreme comes with four raised sides. The flat changing table pad is 1" thick, with no strap.

Can Moonlight Slumber make custom crib mattress sizes?
Yes. Our mattresses are domestically made, right in the heart of!
Illinois, so we have complete control over the production lines. We can create custom cribs, cradles and bassinets or packing play mattresses at your request. The Nature's Star Mattress does not allow for customization.

What is the best way to clean a Moonlight Slumber mattress?
Moonlight Slumber recommends the following method to clean a mattress: simply use a damp sponge and warm soapy water when necessary to clean a mattress. Avoid harsh chemicals.

What is the approximate weight of a Moonlight Slumber mattress?
- Nature's Star - 28 lbs
- Starlight Support Supreme (all foam) - 10.5 lbs
- Starlight Support Supreme (Inner spring) - 13 lbs
- Starlight Support (all foam) - 9.5 lbs
- Starlight Support (inner spring) - 12 lbs
- Little Dreamer - 8 lbs
Exhibit 11
FAQ ★

Are the glues used in Moonlight Slumber products green compliant?
Yes. Simalfa is the only adhesive company committed to offering only environmentally friendly products and services. They have received the coveted GREENGUARD Sustainability Award and is Green Safety Shield™ approved.

Are Moonlight Slumber products tested for safety?
Yes. We surpass the requirements issued by the U.S. Government and only work with certified testing facilities including Berkley Analytical, Element Testing and Green Bear.

Are all Moonlight Slumber mattresses PVC free?
Yes. All Moonlight Slumber mattresses are free of Halogens, Tris, Nanoparticles, PVC, Vinyli, PBDE, PBB, Phthalates, Phosphorous, Arsenic, Antimony, and many other harsh and dangerous chemicals that are commonly used in crib mattresses. We offer the best blend of safe, natural products using advanced manufacturing technology.

Do Moonlight Slumber mattresses off-gas?
No. Testing by Berkley Analytical labs prove that there are no VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds, commonly known as “Off Gassing”) from Moonlight Slumber products. They are Green Safety Shield™ certified to assure no off gassing and also certified through the CertiPUR-US certification program.

What is the Green Safety Shield™ certification program?
Green Safety Shield™ certification is based on the standardized chemical analyses that test: low emissions for indoor air quality, environmental guidelines, physical performance, content testing, and random compliance verifications. This certification is given to approved products made without Tris Tuluiene, Nanoparticles, PBDEs, PBBs Phthalates, Ozone Depleters, Mercury, Lead, Heavy Metals, Formaldehyde and Methyline Chloride and that are Halogen Free.

What is the difference between the Starlight Support and the Starlight Support Supreme mattress?
Both mattresses are constructed exactly the same (dual firmness, internal fire barrier, stretch knit fabric, etc.) with one exception: the Supreme has Gel/Visco elastic memory foam on the toddler side. So when you flip the Starlight Support, you flip from extra firm to firm. When you flip the Supreme, you flip from extra firm to a layer of visco elastic memory foam.

What are the differences between the all-foam and innerspring mattresses?
The all foam models have a core made entirely of foam. Top and bottom layers of foam are added to our all-foam mattresses to create layers of comfort. Our innerspring models combine innerspring coils with a foam encased layer in the toddler side to create breathability and a layer of support.
create dual firmness comfort. The innerspring models have an innerspring coil core, which is encapsulated on all sides, top, and bottom with foam, creating a sandwich-like construction.

When should the mattress be flipped from the infant side (extra firm) to the toddler side (firm)? While all children progress differently, we recommend that you flip your mattress when your child is approximately nine months old. This is the age when they can typically move freely about the crib, becoming mobile and beginning to pull up into a sitting position. However, should you notice your child becoming restless during the night or naptime, it may be a sign that they are ready for the less firm toddler side.

What is the fire barrier in Moonlight Slumber products? Moonlight Slumber uses a natural, halogen free, patent-pending, internal fire resistant barrier. It is made of inherently fireproof materials with no topically applied chemicals, retardants or other additives. Further, it has been used in the healthcare industry for many years, exceeding all current Federal and State regulations.

What is the difference between a fire retardant and fire resistant materials? Fire retardant materials slow the spread of fire. Fire resistant materials do not burn. Moonlight Slumber products are 16 CFR Part 1633 compliant, meaning they are fire resistant. They have been proven, by independent tests, to withstand open flame.

Are Nature's Star mattresses organic? Partially organic. The Nature's Star partially organic mattress has substituted all-natural cotton in place of foam. The cotton is not bleached, dyed, or chemically altered. The Nature's Star partially organic mattress comes with an all-organic zippered cover that can be washed and dried.

Do you need to use a mattress pad or waterproof mattress cover with Moonlight Slumber mattresses? It is up to personal preference as to whether you use a mattress pad or waterproof mattress cover. All Moonlight Slumber mattresses, even the Nature's Star, are manufactured with a premium, waterproof fabric. This fabric is smooth to the touch, warms under your baby, resists cracking and crunching, and can be cleaned with a damp sponge. Because there may be some stains that can never be removed you may want to use a mattress protector.

Do regular size crib sheets fit Moonlight Slumber mattresses? Yes.

What is the difference between the contour changing table pads and flat changing table pads? The contour changing table pad has either two or four raised sides and a security strap to attach to your dresser. The Little Dreamer contour pad has two raised sides while the Starlight Supreme comes with four raised sides. The flat changing table pad is 1" thick, with no strap.

Can Moonlight Slumber make custom crib mattress sizes? Yes. Our mattresses are domestically made, right in the heart of Illinois, so we have complete control over the production lines. We can create custom crib, cradle and bassinet or pack-n-play mattresses at your request. The Nature’s Star Mattress does not allow for
What is the best way to clean a Moonlight Slumber mattress?
Moonlight Slumber recommends the following method to clean a mattress: simply use a damp sponge and warm soapy water when necessary to clean a mattress. Avoid harsh chemicals.

What is the approximate weight of a Moonlight Slumber mattress?
Nature's Star - 23 lbs
Starlight Support Supreme (all foam) - 10.5 lbs
Starlight Support Supreme (Innerspring) - 13 lbs
Starlight Support (all foam) - 9.5 lbs
Starlight Support (Innerspring) - 12 lbs
Little Dreamer - 8 lbs
Welcome

Moonlight Slumber has been home to premium sleep products since 2002. Our crib mattresses, twin and full mattresses, and full line of nursery accessories are made to exacting standards for your little dreamers. At Moonlight Slumber, child safety is a major priority. We know a parent's top concern is the safety and health of their children. We are proud to offer unique lines of modern and medical quality crib mattresses, twin and full mattresses and pads. Moonlight Slumber offers premium sleep products for discerning parents.
Crib Mattresses Are Exciting!

Think about it. Your baby will spend more time on this single item than on anything else you buy. That is why buying a good mattress is so important.

Moonlight Slumber's crib mattresses offer the best of premium mattress features at a reasonable cost. Free of spray-on FR chemicals, off gassing, or indoor air pollutants, Moonlight Slumber mattresses will allow your baby to sleep comfortably and safely. Our crib mattresses are lightweight for middle of night sheet changes (except our super cool latex model-the Starlight Simplicity), are easy to care for, come with a lifetime warranty, and are made in the USA of sourced materials.

Most are designed with dual sleep surfaces: side one is for infants-smooth and firm. Side two is for older babies and toddlers. This second side is where mattresses get really exciting with options from latex, to visco (memory) foam, from plush foams infused with plant oils to temperature regulating CoolGel and BabyCool visco foams. These unique toddler sides have comfortable deluxe foam supporting your baby.
Have comfortable deluxe foam supporting your toddler’s growing joints and spine, extending use well into the toddler bed years.

And the best part? All of our mattresses are covered with quality, pliable fabric covers. Soft under the body, allowing the mattress to support the baby - not a hard cover. Yet still water, stain and odor-resistant. (with the exception, again, being our Starlight Simplicity-there you have a simple cotton cover-no waterproofing or excess).

From our best-selling Little Dreamer crib mattress, to our amazing hybrid the Little Star, Moonlight Slumber offers something for every new parent complete with Green Guard Gold certification.

“I purchased the Starlight Supreme crib mattress for my one year old son and he has never slept better! Thanks Moonlight!”
Tim, WI

“Our 2 yr old daughter immediately began sleeping through the night for the first time ever!! So thanks so much for such a wonderful product.”
Carla, NY

“I received my pillow last week and I LOVE IT! I am finally getting good night sleep - in between bathroom breaks that is. Well done on a great product!”
Cindy, CA

Starlight Supreme Crib Mattress was

MLS is a member of Practice Greenhealth

As Seen On!

ABC Good Morning America segment
Recently featured on NBC’s Today Show, in their “Germ Free Nursery” segment.

Greenhealth, an organization dedicated to environmental excellence and eco-friendly practices.

America segment extolling the benefits of Moonlight Slumber crib mattresses.
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